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Mechanistic Molecular Motion of Transition-Metal Mediated -
Hydride Transfer: Quasiclassical Trajectories Reveal Dynamically 
Ballistic, Dynamically Unrelaxed, Two Step, and Concerted 
Mechanisms  

Josh Wheelera, Ryan Carlsen a, and Daniel H. Ess*a 

The transfer of a -hydrogen from a metal-alkyl group to ethylene is a fundamental organometallic transformation. 

Previously proposed mechanisms for this transformation involve either a two-step -hydrogen elimination and migratory 

insertion sequence with a metal hydride intermediate or a one-step concerted pathway. Here, we report density functional 

theory (DFT) quasiclassical direct dynamics trajectories that reveal new dynamical mechanisms for the -hydrogen transfer 

of [Cp*RhIII(Et)(ethylene)]+. Despite the DFT energy landscape showing a two-step mechanism with a Rh-H intermediate, 

quasiclassical trajectories commencing from the -hydrogen elimination transition state revealed complete dynamical 

skipping of this intermediate. The skipping occurred either extremely fast (typically <100 femtoseconds (fs)) through a 

dynamically ballistic mechanism or slower through a dynamically unrelaxed mechanism. Consistent with trajectories begun 

at the transition state, all trajectories initiated at the Rh-H intermediate show continuation along the reaction coordinate. 

All of these trajectory outcomes are consistent with the Rh-H intermediate <1 kcal/mol stabilized relative to the -hydrogen 

elimination and migratory insertion transition states. For Co, which on the energy landscape is a one-step concerted 

mechanism, trajectories showed extremely fast traversing of the transition-state zone (<50 fs), and this concerted 

mechanism is dynamically different than the Rh ballistic mechanism. In contrast to Rh, for Ir, in addition to dynamically 

ballistic and unrelaxed mechanisms, trajectories also stopped at the Ir-H intermediate. This is consistent with an Ir-H 

intermediate that is stabilized by ~3 kcal/mol relative to the -hydrogen elimination and migratory insertion transition 

states. Overall, comparison of Rh to Co and Ir provides understanding of the relationship between the energy surface shape 

and resulting dynamical mechanisms of an organometallic transformation.

Introduction 

The transfer of a -hydrogen from a metal-alkyl group to 

ethylene is a fundamental organometallic transformation.1 The 

classically proposed mechanism for this process involves the 

two-step sequence of -hydrogen elimination that results in a 

metal-hydride intermediate followed by migratory insertion 

(Scheme 1a). Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have 

also identified the alternative direct one-step transfer pathway 

where the metal-hydride intermediate is not formed, and the 

transfer occurs in a concerted transition state.2,3 Experiments 

and DFT calculations have demonstrated that an agostic C-H-to-

metal interaction likely occurs prior to and after -hydrogen 

transfer.4-8 

 

Scheme 1. a) Outline of two-step and one-step -hydrogen-to-ethylene 

transfer reaction mechanisms. b) Qualitative energy landscape for the 
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two-step sequence of -hydrogen elimination with a metal-hydride 

intermediate followed by migratory insertion. The black dashed arrow 
represents a possible statistical trajectory that leads from the -
hydrogen elimination transition state to the metal-hydride 

intermediate. The blue dashed arrow represents the possible 
nonstatistical dynamical trajectory outcome where the metal-hydride 
intermediate is skipped. c) This work uses quasiclassical direct dynamics 

trajectories to determine the dynamical mechanisms for -hydrogen 
transfer of [Cp*MIII(Et)(ethylene)]+. 

The two-step mechanism outlined in Scheme 1a is based 

mainly on DFT energy landscapes that assume statistical 

behaviour of the metal-hydride intermediate. This statistical 

mechanistic assumption is intriguing because we previously 

reported that for the Ir-Me -bond metathesis reaction 

between [Cp*(PMe3)IrIII(CH3)]+ and methane and benzene, 

which also has a two-step DFT energy landscape with an 

intervening Ir-H intermediate, quasiclassical direct dynamics 

trajectories revealed that 15-20% of trajectories skip the Ir-H 

intermediate in a nonstatistical, dynamically concerted 

mechanism.9 Therefore, we were interested in the possibility 

that for -hydrogen-to-ethylene transfer quasiclassical 

trajectories might reveal new nonstatistical10,11 or non-IRC 

dynamical reaction mechanisms that are different from either 

of the classical two-step or one-step mechanisms shown in 

Scheme 1a.12-16 We also wanted to determine how the 

transition-metal centre influences the shape of energy surface 

landscape and the resulting trajectory outcomes. Additionally, 

because the ground-state agostic interaction has been 

proposed to be important in -hydrogen transfer, we wanted to 

explore the dynamics of this intermediate after -hydrogen 

transfer. 

We chose to focus our direct dynamics study on the -

hydrogen transfer reactions for [Cp*RhIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ and 

[Cp*CoIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ for several reasons. 1) Experimentally, 

the -hydrogen transfer reaction has been reported for 

[Cp*RhIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ in solution phase4 and in the gas phase 

using FT-ICR mass spectrometry.5 In the gas phase study, it was 

shown that [Cp*RhIII(Et)]+ reacts with ethylene to give addition 

to the metal centre, rapid intermolecular hydrogen exchange 

with C2D4, and ligand substitution. 2) Previous DFT calculations 

showed that this Rh reaction has a two-step -hydrogen 

transfer energy landscape similar to the surface shown in 

Scheme 1b. 3) The [Cp*CoIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ reaction has also 

been experimentally reported, and the dynamics of the agostic 

interaction were measured, although at a slow NMR time scale 

compared to reaction dynamics. 4) In contrast to Rh, previous 

DFT calculations showed that this Co reaction has a one-step 

concerted energy landscape. 5) We also chose to compare the 

Rh and Co reactions with the analogous [Cp*IrIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ 

-hydrogen transfer reaction because while the DFT energy 

landscape shows two steps, the Ir-H intermediate is more stable 

than the Rh-H intermediate. 

Based on quasiclassical direct dynamics trajectories, this 

work demonstrates that for the -hydrogen transfer reaction of 

[Cp*RhIII(Et)(ethylene)]+, despite the DFT energy landscape 

showing a two-step mechanism, all non-recrossing trajectories 

resulted in complete skipping of the Rh-H intermediate. The 

skipping either occurred extremely fast through a dynamically 

ballistic mechanism or slightly slower through a dynamically 

unrelaxed mechanism. For Co that has a one-step energy 

landscape, trajectories showed extremely fast traversing of the 

transition-state zone (<50 fs), which provides a timing 

benchmark for a concerted -hydrogen mechanism. For both Rh 

and Co reactions, after -hydrogen transfer the relatively fast 

dynamics of the agostic C-H-to-metal interaction was observed. 

For Ir, in addition to dynamically ballistic and unrelaxed skipping 

of the Ir-H intermediate, trajectories also stopped at the Ir-H 

intermediate. Overall, trajectories for the Rh, Co, and Ir 

reactions provide an energy surface shape to dynamical 

mechanism relationship for this -hydrogen transfer 

organometallic transformation. 

 

Methodology 
DFT gas-phase structures for energy landscapes were 

optimized in Gaussian 1617 with the M06 functional using the 6-

31G**[LANL2DZ for Ir, Rh, and Co] basis set. The ESI shows that 

this basis set gives qualitatively and quantitatively similar 

results to calculations with the larger Def2-TZVPD basis set.18 All 

structures were optimized with a very fine integration grid and 

with very tight convergence criteria. Thermochemical 

corrections for enthalpies and Gibbs free energies were applied 

using the standard rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator 

approximation. Use of the quasi-harmonic oscillator 

approximation changed energies by <0.1 kcal/mol. 

Trajectory calculations were carried out in Gaussian 1617 

with M06/6-31G**[LANL2DZ] with an ultrafine integration grid. 

Trajectories with our program DynSuite gave very similar 

results.9 Quasiclassical Born-Oppenheimer trajectories that 

included zero-point energy (ZPE) were initialized and 

propagated from the -hydrogen elimination transition-state 

structure for Rh and Ir, and from the direct, one-step transition-

state structure for Co. Initialization of trajectories was done 

using local mode and thermal sampling at 298 K. Trajectories 

were propagated in mass-weighted Cartesian velocities with an 

approximate average step of 0.75 fs, which we previously 

showed for organometallic reactions is a short enough time step 

to give results identical to time steps as small as 0.25 fs.19 

Forward trajectories were launched so that the transition-state 

vibrational mode was followed in the direction for increasing 

the length of the breaking ethyl group C-H bond. Reverse 

trajectories followed the direction of decreasing this C-H bond 

length. Both the gradient and Hessian were updated at each 

time step. Importantly, we previously showed that the average 

potential energy drift over the course of the trajectory for 

organometallic reaction is significantly less than 0.1 kcal/mol. 

 
Results and discussion  

Static DFT energy landscapes 

[Cp*MIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ type complexes are important to 

understand because they represent fundamental intermediates 

in molecular catalysis of ethylene polymerization. To 

understand the intramolecular equilibrium between ethyl and 

ethylene groups, Brookhart used variable temperature 1H and 
13C NMR to track -hydrogen transfer in 
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[Cp*RhIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ (1Rh, Figure 1a) and 

[Cp*CoIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ (1Co).4 1Rh was generated by 

protonation of Cp*RhI(ethylene)2 with [H+][BF4
-][Me2O]. NMR 

studies at approximately -80 C showed very rapid (k = ~9 X 106 

s-1) -hydrogen transfer from the ethyl group in 1Rh to the 

coordinated ethylene group. While -hydrogen transfer was the 

lowest energy process observed by 1H NMR, at higher 

temperatures ethyl group rotation was also observed, which 

interchanges the C-H bonds with an agostic interaction with the 

Rh metal center. However, it was unknown if this rotation was 

independent or coupled with -hydrogen transfer. At even 

higher temperatures (-20 C) a third process was observed 

where there was a complete averaging of nine 1H NMR signals 

corresponding to the ethyl and ethylene groups. It was 

proposed that this process could be the result of either ethylene 

group rotation or Rh center inversion. While the NMR studies 

were critical to identify pathways associated with -hydrogen 

transfer, these studies did not determine if the transfer occurs 

through a one-step or two-step mechanism, and Brookhart 

proposed that the Rh-H 2Rh could either be an intermediate or 

a transition state.4 

 

Figure 1. a) Outline of -hydrogen transfer reaction mechanism 
proposed by Brookhart based on variable temperature NMR studies.4 b) 
Outline of experimental gas-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange for 

the reaction of [Cp*RhIII(Et)]+ with C2D4.5 c) M06/6-31G**[LANL2DZ] DFT 

energy landscape for -hydrogen transfer for  1Rh. d) Comparison of 
M06/6-31G**[LANL2DZ] energy landscapes for intramolecular -
hydrogen transfer for  [Cp*M(Et)(C2H4)]+ where M = Rh, Co, and Ir. 

Energy values in kcal/mol. 

Consistent with Brookhart’s solution-phase NMR studies of 

1Rh,4 Tilset reported FT-ICR mass spectrometer gas-phase 

studies for the reaction of [Cp*RhIII(Et)]+ with C2D4.5 On the 

second time scale, this reaction showed the rapid appearance 

of a close-to-statistical build-up of [Cp*RhIII(Et)]+ complexes 

with m/z of 268-272 that correspond to deuterium isotopologs 

(Figure 1b). With guidance from BP86 DFT calculations, to 

explain the formation of statistical isotopologs of [Cp*RhIII(Et)]+ 

Tilset proposed a gas-phase mechanism involving C2D4 

coordination,5 -hydrogen elimination, migratory insertion, and 

ethylene dissociation. Tilset’s DFT calculations also 

demonstrated that pathways other than those proceeding 

through 1Rh and 2Rh, such as vinyl C-H bond activation are 

significantly higher in energy.5 

Brookhart also used NMR studies to examine the hydrogen 

and carbon scrambling processes in 1Co.4 The ethyl group to 

ethylene -hydrogen transfer equilibrium was measured to 

have a Gibbs free energy barrier a few kcal/mo higher than the 

barrier for 1Rh. In this reaction, it was also proposed that either 

the Co-H was a transition state or intermediate during -

hydrogen transfer. 

Computationally, Hall previously examined the -hydrogen 

transfer of 1Rh with ab initio MP2 calculations.2 These 

calculations established that the transfer process occurs 

through a mechanism where on the energy landscape the Rh-H 

2Rh is an intermediate rather than a transition-state structure. 

Similar to Hall,2 the Tilset BP86 DFT calculations also showed 

that -hydrogen transfer in 1Rh occurs via a two-step energy 

landscape with the intervening Rh-H intermediate.5 The MP2 

barrier from 1Rh to 2Rh was calculated to be 5.3 kcal/mol with 

the intermediate 2Rh 3.4 kcal/mol higher than 1Rh. An 

approximate transition state with a barrier of 6.5 kcal/mol was 

reported for rotation between C-H bonds forming an agostic 

interaction (i.e. rotation of the methyl group) with the Rh metal 

center. The complete loss of the agostic interaction was 

estimated to be >14 kcal/mol. This large energy for detachment 

of the C-H bond from the Rh metal center suggested that 

ethylene rotation, which was computed to have an approximate 

barrier of 10 kcal/mol, rather than Rh center inversion is 

responsible for the average signal of all nine hydrogens 

reported by Brookhart.4 Hall also reported a 7.2 kcal/mol MP2 

barrier for -hydrogen elimination of 1Co to 2Co.2 

Because the Brookhart and Tilset studies established the -

hydrogen transfer reaction in solution and gas-phase,4,5 and ab 

initio and DFT methods showed a two-step mechanism with an 

intervening Rh-H intermediate, we began by computing 1Rh, 

2Rh, and TS1Rh using M06 DFT. These and all other structures 

can be found in the ESI. Also, see the ESI for MN15 and B97X-

D values, which gave similar energies. Overall, our M06 energies 

and structures are similar to Hall’s and Tilset’s previous 

structures (Figure 1b).2,5 Relative to 1Rh, our estimate for the 
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Figure 2. a) Plot of forming C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at TS1Rh and progressing in the forward direction towards 
intermediate 2Rh. b) Plot of breaking C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at TS1Rh and progressing in the forward direction 
towards intermediate 2Rh. Blue lines represent trajectories with long breaking C-H distances and short forming C-H distances and indicate 

progression beyond structure 2. Red lines represent recrossing trajectories that result in reformation of the ethyl group C-H bond. In both plots 
the average trajectory step is ~0.7 fs. 

 

G‡ for TS1Rh is 6.8 kcal/mol and 2Rh is 6.5 kcal/mol. At -80 C 

these structures have nearly identical Gibbs energies. Our gas 

phase Gibbs barrier estimate is slightly higher than the 

experimental solution phase value of ≤3.7 kcal/mol reported by 

Brookhart.4 Very similar to Tilset’s BP86 energy surface,5 2Rh is 

<1 kcal/mol lower in energy than TS1Rh. Again, this flat 

landscape suggests that there is the possibility of dynamically 

skipping the Rh-H intermediate. 

In addition to the -hydrogen elimination and migratory 

insertion transition states for TS1Rh, we also calculated the C-C 

bond rotation transition state for the methyl group. Consistent 

with Brookhart’s NMR studies,4 the G‡ for C-C bond rotation is 

3.7 kcal/mol, which is slightly lower than the TS1Rh barrier 

height. We were unable to find an ethylene group rotation 

transition state for 1Rh. However, a rigid scan of ethylene group 

rotation suggests the barrier is ~2 kcal/mol higher than TS1Rh. 

The closeness of energies of the -hydrogen transfer, C-C bond 

rotation, and ethylene group rotation are intriguing because we 

wondered if C-C bond rotation and/or ethylene group rotation 

might be dynamically coupled with -hydrogen transfer. 

We also calculated the structures and energies for -

hydrogen transfer in 1Co. Similar to Hall’s ab initio results,2 we 

found a concerted transition-state structure with motion 

corresponding to hydrogen transfer between two ethylene 

groups. The barrier for 2Co was found to be ~2 kcal/mol higher 
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Figure 3. a) 3D time snapshots of a representative dynamically ballistic Rh trajectory initiated at TS1Rh that rapidly skipps the Rh-H intermediate. 

b) 3D time snapshots of a representative dynamically unrelaxed Rh trajectory initiated at TS1Rh where skipping occurs after a sampling of the Rh-
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H intermediate. c) 3D time snapshots of a representative back-and-forth trajectory where the hydrogen transferred between the ethyl group and 

ethylene occurs and then the reverse transfer occurs.

 

than the Rh barrier, which is consistent with Brookhart’s 

measurements of these barriers.4 We also explored the energy 

surface for 1Ir. This reaction has a landscape profile similar to 

Rh with a two-step mechanism. However, in this case the Ir-H 

intermediate, 2Ir, is stabilized by ~3 kcal/mol relative to TS1Ir 

(see Figure 1d).   

Quasiclassical trajectories for [Cp*RhIII(Et)(ethylene)]+ 

To examine the possibility of dynamical skipping of the Rh-

H intermediate, we initiated and propagated 85 forward and 

reverse connected reactive direct dynamics quasiclassical 

trajectories starting from TS1Rh. Figure 2a plots the forward 

direction steps of these M06/6-31G**[LANL2DZ] trajectories 

versus the distance of the forming C-H bond that occurs upon 

complete -hydrogen transfer. Figure 2b plots the trajectory 

steps versus the breaking C-H bond length. As expected, based 

on normal mode sampling, the average starting breaking and 

forming C-H bond distances are ~1.75 Å and ~2.35 Å, which is 

consistent with the transition-state structures shown in Figure 

1. 

Figures 2a and 2b show 45 blue trajectory lines that 

represent trajectories that skipped the Rh-H intermediate 2Rh 

and progressed beyond the second transition state resulting in 

complete -hydrogen transfer.9,20 No trajectories over the 

course of ~1500 fs ended with the formation of the Rh-H 

intermediate. We also propagated an additional 10 B97X-D/6-

31G**[LANL2DZ] trajectories in the forward direction, and 

nearly all trajectories by 500 fs showed skipping of the Rh-H 

intermediate. The complete skipping of the Rh-H intermediate 

in forward trajectories is consistent our very recent report 

where we identified a similar scenario for oxidative 

addition/reductive elimination pathway for 

[Cp*(PMe3)RhIII(CH3)]+ with methane.21  

The 40 other trajectories, while initially progressed towards 

2 from TS1Rh returned to and recrossed this transition state. 

These recrossing trajectories are marked as red lines in Figures 

2a and 2b. This large amount of recrossing is perhaps not 

surprising given the flat potential energy surface where small 

forces can induce significant atomic motion. 

Analysis of both the forming C-H distances and the breaking 

C-H bond distances reveals that there are generally two types 

of trajectories that skip the Rh-H intermediate. There are 13 

trajectories that bypass intermediate 2Rh within approximately 

75 fs, which are be considered ballistic trajectories because 

there is very little, if any, Rh-H bond oscillations before 

proceeding to complete -hydrogen transfer. Figure 3a shows 

time snapshots of one of the 13 ballistic trajectories. In this 

trajectory the C-H bond is completely broken by 20 fs and 

completely transferred to the ethylene group by 86 fs. For these 

ballistic trajectories, just after 75 fs, the average broken C-H 

distance is ~2.7 Å and the average is ~1.15 Å, which is similar to 

the agostic complex structure. 

In addition to very fast skipping, there are 32 trajectories 

that that skip the Rh-H intermediate between 100-1500 fs. We 

have labelled these trajectories as dynamically unrelaxed 

dynamical because they sample the Rh-H structure region, but 

do not fully undergo IVR to remain at this intermediate. 

Consistent with this idea, initiation of trajectories at 

intermediate 2Rh resulted in all trajectories traversing TS1Rh 

and never remain at the Rh-H intermediate. This indicates that 

the shallow well of 2Rh on the potential energy surface is just 

not deep enough to result in any IVR of the Rh-H intermediate. 

Indeed, on the enthalpy and Gibbs energy surfaces TS1Rh and 

2Rh are essentially identical in energy and this surface is flat 

with no well. 

To quantify the amount of sampling of the Rh-H region in 

ballistic and unrelaxed trajectories, we tabulated the amount of 

Rh-H bond oscillations between the beginning and end of each 

forward trajectory. An oscillation is defined as complete 

movement of stretching and contraction motion of the Rh-H 

distance. Figure 4a plots the amount of Rh-H oscillations for the 

45 skipping trajectories. For the 13 ballistic trajectories they all 

have four or less oscillations before complete -hydrogen 

transfer. The unrelaxed trajectories have between 6-68 

oscillations. 
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Figure 4. Number of trajectories with M-H oscillations that occur from 
the transition state until formation of the new C-H bond during -
hydrogen transfer for a) Rh skipping trajectories, b) Ir skipping 

trajectories, and c) all Co trajectories. Each M-H oscillation was 
evaluated by counting the total number of complete oscillations before 
the bond was broken. 

 

As a subset of the skipping trajectories, we identified a 

trajectory where after complete -hydrogen transfer there was 

then complete reversal of hydrogen transfer. Figure 3c shows 

time snapshots of this back-and-forth skipping trajectory. 

Between 1-80 fs there is full -hydrogen transfer, but then 

starting at 176 fs the newly formed C-H bond is broken and the 

hydrogen is transferred in the reverse direction with completion 

of this process in just under 300 fs. While there was only one of 

these Rh trajectories with back-and-forth hydrogen movement, 

this type of mechanism is significantly more common in the Co 

and Ir reactions. 

Inspection of Figure 2b also shows that for the skipping 

trajectories mapped with blue lines, after complete cleavage of 

the C-H bond there is formation of roughly two bands of 

structures. There is the upper band of structures with longer C-

H distances of ~4 Å and a lower band with distances of <3 Å. 

From the transition state until about 250 fs nearly all the 

skipping trajectories have shorter C-H distances in Figure 2b. 

This relatively short C-H distance corresponds to the structure 

where the transferred hydrogen remains with a direct agostic 

interaction at the Rh metal center. After 250 fs, many of the 

blue trajectories then have an increase in the C-H distance and 

at later times there is some crossover between the upper and 

lower band. The upper blue band corresponds to a C-H distance 

indicating that the transferred hydrogen is no longer engaged 

with the Rh metal centre, which requires C-C bond rotation of 

the methyl group. 

Figure 5 replots the forming and breaking C-H bond 

distances similar to Figure 2, except the recrossing trajectories 

have been removed. This enhanced view of the trajectories 

shows the blue band where the transferred hydrogen remains 

directly interacting with the Rh metal centre while the yellow 

trajectories, which are a subset of the blue trajectories in Figure 

2, show the hydrogen moving out of the agostic interaction with 

the Rh metal centre. Figure 5c shows 3D snapshots of this 

process for a representative trajectory. At 406 fs after the 

transition state the hydrogen (colored yellow) has been fully 

transferred. Then at 527 fs the C-C bond rotation can be seen 

with the yellow hydrogen moving away from the Rh metal 

center and after several hundred more fs the hydrogen can be 

seen to sample the third possible conformational position of the 

ethyl group. Because Figure 5a and 5b show methyl group 

rotation after several hundred fs of -hydrogen transfer this 

indicates that these two processes are not dynamically 

matched, and the C-C bond rotation is a slightly slower process 

that is consistent with a nearly equal energy barrier to -

hydrogen transfer. While not dynamically matched to have a 

concerted -hydrogen transfer and C-C bond rotation steps, it 

is clear that surmounting the -hydrogen transfer transition 

state results in vibrationally unrelaxed intermediate that can 

rotate which C-H bond is engaged with the Rh metal centre in 

an agostic interaction. We found 30 of the 45 skipping 

trajectories result in subsequent methyl group rotation. We also 

looked for ethylene group rotation. However, in accord with this 

process having a larger barrier than  -hydrogen transfer and C-

C bond rotation we only identified two of the 45 trajectories 

that showed 180 rotation of the ethylene group. 

As shown in Scheme 1c, the energy landscape for the -

hydrogen transfer of [Cp*CoIII(Et)(ethylene)]+, 1Co, occurs 

through a single, concerted transition-state structure 2Co. From 

a structural perspective, 2Co, with a relatively advanced Co-H 

interaction, looks very similar to the Rh-H intermediate 2Rh. 

2Co has a Co-H bond with a length of 1.5 Å, which is 0.1 Å less 

than the Rh-H bond in 2Rh.  

Because of the significant Co-H interaction, we wondered if 

trajectories emanating from the transition state 2Co would 

have Co-H vibrational oscillations or be either dynamically 

ballistic or dynamically unrelaxed with several Co-H vibrations. 

Similar to Figure 2, Figure 5a plots the 2Co trajectory steps 

versus the distance of the forming C-H bond and Figure 5b plots 

the trajectory steps versus the breaking C-H bond distance. 

These plots show that for all 84 trajectories complete -

hydrogen transfer occurs within 50 fs after the transition state. 

This establishes a time frame for a concerted -hydrogen 

transfer reaction mechanism. This timing is faster than the 

ballistic Rh trajectories, and so there is a dynamical distinction 

between concerted and dynamically ballistic type mechanisms.  

As another means to compare the Co and Rh trajectories, 

we quantified the number of Co-H oscillations that occur in the 

84 Co trajectories. It is important to note that despite the 

imaginary frequency reaction coordinate motion of 2Co being 

dominated by C-H bond cleavage and formation, the Co-H 

interaction is significant and it not necessarily obvious from the 

IRC that there are 2-3 Co-H oscillations that occur as hydrogen 

transfer completes. Figure 4c shows that >35 out of 84 

trajectories have 2 complete Co-H oscillations and >30 out of 84 

trajectories have 3 complete Co-H oscillations. Only a very few 

trajectories have 6 complete oscillations. 

Similar to the Rh trajectories, in addition to concerted one-

step -hydrogen transfer, the Co trajectories also showed 

several back-and-forth trajectories. This is indicated in Figure 5a 

where the blue lines initially go to a short, fully formed C-H bond 

length, but then revert and increase to a distance larger than 

3Å. This occurred in nearly 10% of all trajectories. Additionally, 
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there were several trajectories that showed multiple  complete 

back-and-forth -hydrogen transfers.  

Again, similar to Rh, Figure 5b also shows the  dynamical C-

C bond rotation motion that occurs soon after -hydrogen 

transfer is complete. The two upper bands in Figure 5b show 

trajectories where the transferred hydrogen remains 

interacting with the Co metal centre and where the hydrogen 

disengages due to C-C bond rotation and results in a longer C-H 

distance. Different from Rh trajectories, for Co, the majority of 

trajectories show that after ~2000 fs the transferred hydrogen 

remains in agostic interaction with Co. Observation that most of 

the Co trajectories have the hydrogen that was transferred 

remain in an agostic interaction is consistent with the higher 

barrier for C-C bond rotation in 1Co compared to 1Rh. 

 

 

Figure 5. a) For dynamically ballistic and unrelaxed trajectories, plot of the forming C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at 
TS1Rh and progressing in the forward direction towards intermediate 2Rh. b) For dynamically ballistic and unrelaxed trajectories, plot of breaking 
C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at TS1Rh and progressing in the forward direction towards intermediate 2Rh. In both plots 

the average trajectory step is ~0.7 fs. Yellow lines are trajectories where after -hydrogen transfer there is C-C bond rotation of the methyl group 
and the transferred hydrogen rotates out of the agostic interaction. Blue lines represent trajectories where after the transferred hydrogen is 
transferred it remains in an agostic interaction with Rh. c) 3D time snapshots of a representative Rh trajectory where C-C bond rotation occurs 

after -hydrogen transfer. 
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Figure 6.  a) Plot of the forming C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at 2Co and progressing in the forward direction. b) Plot of 
breaking C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at 2Co and progressing in the forward direction. Blue lines represent trajectories 
with long breaking C-H distances and short forming C-H distances. In both plots the average trajectory step is ~0.7 fs. A total of 94 trajectories were 

propagated and 10 out of 94 resulted in recrossing.
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Figure 7. a) Plot of the forming C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at TS1Ir and progressing in the forward direction towards 

intermediate 2Ir. b) Plot of breaking C-H bond distance (Å) versus trajectory steps beginning at TS1Ir and progressing in the forward direction 
towards intermediate 2Rh. Blue lines represent trajectories with long breaking C-H distances and short forming C-H distances and indicate 
progression beyond structure 2Rh. Red lines represent recrossing trajectories that result in reformation of the ethyl group C-H bond. Green lines 

represent trajectories that remain at the Ir-H intermediate 2Ir. In both plots the average trajectory step is ~0.7 fs.

While there has not been an experimental report of the -

hydrogen transfer for [Cp*IrIII(Et)(ethylene)]+, 1Ir, this analog of 

1Rh and 1Co is important to examine because the energy 

landscape is qualitatively different. Figure 1c shows that similar 

to 1Rh, 1Ir has a two-step energy landscape for -hydrogen 

transfer. However, different from 1Rh, the energy surface has a 

more stabilized Ir-H intermediate, which is ~3 kcal/mol lower 

than TS1Ir. This suggested to us the possibility that trajectories 

would stop at the Ir-H intermediate and undergo significant, if 

not complete, IVR. 

We initiated and propagated 93 trajectories starting at 

TS1Ir. As we suspected, we indeed found trajectories that 

ended after >2000 fs at the Ir-H intermediate 2Ir. Figure 7a plots 

the forward direction trajectory steps versus the distance of the 

newly forming C-H bond that occurs upon complete -hydrogen 

transfer and Figure 7b plots the trajectory steps versus the 

breaking C-H bond length. In both of these plots the green lines 

show trajectories with intermediate C-H bond lengths that 

correspond to intermediate 2Ir. This occurred in 21 out of 93 

trajectories. 

Surprising to us, 36 out of 93 trajectories skipped the Ir-H 

intermediate. These skipping trajectories are shown as blue 

lines in Figures 7a and 7b. 36 out of 93 were recrossing, which 

are plotted as red lines. These trajectories indicate that while 

the 1Ir energy landscape has a two-step profile, there are both 

two-step and dynamically one-step mechanisms. In retrospect, 

it is perhaps not surprising that both two-step and one-step 

mechanisms were found with trajectories because the energy 
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well for 2Ir is only ~3 kcal/mol. Consistent with this 

understanding, Figures 7a and 7b show that only two of the 36 

skipping trajectories have ballistic mechanisms with skipping 

earlier than 250 fs. The other 34 skipping trajectories are best 

classified as dynamically unrelaxed mechanisms. This suggests 

that nearly all trajectories significantly sample the Ir-H 

intermediate and skipping is dependent on the probability of 

IVR with the 3 kcal/mol well depth for 2Ir. Also consistent with 

the label of dynamically unrelaxed, Figure 4b shows that there 

are a nearly equal number of trajectories spread out between 

10-100 Ir-H oscillations. To confirm the possibility that the lack 

of IVR accounts for skipping 2Ir, we launched trajectories at 

beginning at 2Ir and found a similar ratio of trajectories that 

remained at this Ir-H intermediate versus progressing towards 

1Ir compared to what we found for trajectories initiated at 

TS1Ir.  

Conclusions 

The purpose of this work was to use direct dynamics DFT 

quasiclassical trajectories to understand the mechanistic 

continuum of -hydrogen transfer for [Cp*MIII(Et)(ethylene)]+. 

Comparison of M = Rh, Co, and Ir provided the ability to 

understand the relationship between the energy surface shape 

and the resulting dynamical mechanisms of this organometallic 

transformation. 

For Rh, the static DFT energy landscape showed a two-step 

mechanism with a Rh-H intermediate, but quasiclassical 

trajectories commencing from the -hydrogen elimination 

transition state revealed complete dynamical skipping of this 

intermediate. We found a dynamically ballistic mechanism with 

extremely fast skipping of the Rh-H intermediate and a 

dynamically unrelaxed mechanism where skipping occurred 

slower and is the result of incomplete IVR. Our trajectories also 

revealed the subsequent motion of C-C bond rotation of the 

methyl group, which interchanges agostic interacting 

hydrogens.  

For Co with a one-step, concerted energy landscape, 

trajectories showed extremely fast traversing of the transition-

state zone (<50 fs after the transition state). However, the 

majority of trajectories showed 2-3 complete Co-H oscillations 

prior to full hydrogen transfer.  

With a slightly more stabilized intermediate, Ir trajectories 

showed all possible mechanisms. Many trajectories ended at 

the Ir-H intermediate, indicating a two-step mechanism. 

However, there were more skipping trajectories, but the vast 

majority were dynamically unrelaxed with only a few ballistic 

trajectories, which is consistent with the more stabilized Ir-H 

intermediate compared to the Rh-H intermediate.  

The complete skipping of Rh-H and partial skipping of Ir-H 

intermediates demonstrates that for organometallic 

intermediates with a shallow well intermediate there is the 

possibility of dynamical mechanisms and caution should be 

used when interpreting and defining a mechanism based on the 

profiles of potential energy landscapes. In the case of -

hydrogen transfer, it is likely that the metal-hydride needs to 

the stabilized by >5 kcal/mol for a genuine two-step reaction 

mechanism to dominate if the intermediate is matched with the 

next transition state. Importantly, this work, combined with our 

very recent report on the dynamical details of the oxidative 

methane C-H reaction with [Cp*(PMe3)MIII(CH3)]+ (M = Ir, Rh, 

and Co),21 establishes that a dynamically skipping 

organometallic mechanism is a general phenomenon and can 

likely be predicted by inspection of the shape of the energy 

landscape. 
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